ULTIMA NARROW BODY ADJUSTABLE SOFTAIL SHOCKS
84’-99’ Softails

These shocks do not have an adjustable spring rate

NOTE: Always wear protective eyewear when adjusting shock ride height.
NOTE: Adjusting ride height will change handling behavior & ground clearance of motorcycle.
NOTE: Always verify shocks are equal length to each other for best results & to avoid failure.
NOTE: The procedures outlined in these instructions can be done with shocks installed or off the bike.
NOTE: After shock installation, shock spacers should rotate freely by hand.
NOTE: Refer to your service manual for stock shock removal.
NOTE: Extending shock lowers fender height.
NOTE: Shortening shock raises fender height.
NOTE: Always check your clearances after adjusting ride height.

Adjusting ride height

Step 1. Loosen ride height adjusting locknut (see fig 1)

Step 2. Loosen eyelet end to desired length/height (see fig 2)

Step 3. **IMPORTANT:** Always verify that there are threads visible through the sight hole on the eyelet end. If adjusting with shocks installed on bike use a toothpick to verify that threads are blocking the sight hole. If threads are not visible turn eyelet end until they are visible. Failure to follow this step can result in failure. (see fig 3)

Step 4. Once desired height is achieved check all clearances.

Step 5. Using blue threadlocker lock down adjusting locknut to eyelet end.

Step 6. Verify shocks are set at the same length. (See fig 4.)